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Abstract 
In widespread, traditional routing paths which can be designed for Wi-Fi sensor 

networks are application-agnostic. we are thinking about a software waft in a wireless sensor 

networks includes video visitors. to overcome the problem of video distortion there are 
numerous routing metric mechanisms. Popular hyperlink-best-based routing metrics (etx) do 

now not account for the dependence of video across the links of a route that may motive a 
video to glide via few paths, for that reason inflicting excessive video distortion. on this 
paper, we construct an analytical framework model to evaluate the video frame loss manner 

to understand the impact of Wi-Fi community now not account for the dependence of video 
throughout the links of a route, for that reason inflicting excessive on video distortion. This 
framework lets in to decrease the video distortion by formulating a routing 

Policy with the aid of accounting the distortions resulting from a go with the flow, stop-to-
quit with the aid of dispensing the frames across the paths via precedence primarily based. we 

evaluate via test bed experiments that our protocol is green in lowering the video distortion 
and minimizing the user revel in degradation. 
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I. Introduction 
 

video site visitors have emerge as very 
famous in wi-fi networks due to the invent 
of smartphones. but retaining the good 

high-quality of the video has grow to be 
important because of the distortion passed 

off because of the compression at the 
supply and wireless channel brought 
approximately errors and interference. 

typically mpeg-4 [1] or h.264/avc [2] 
video encoding standards define agencies 

of i- , p- , and b-kind frames which gives 
the distinct stages of encoding for 
protective the video from transmission 

losses. through this special tiers of frames 
either i) the facts encoded independently in 

case of i- frames , or ii)encoding records is 

related to already encoded facts in 
extraordinary frames, as in case of p- and 
b- frames the principle essential capability 

that is often omitted over proper here is 
routing which consequences the give up-

to-end first-rate of a video waft. in 
everyday routing protocols, the flows are 
considered independently, they are able to 

converge onto sure links that then become 
carefully loaded at the same time as others 

are underutilized. the choice of the go 
together with the flow made through such 
normal routing protocol relies upon upon 

the community parameters here we are 
specifically taken into consideration with 
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the improvement of the character 
perceived video high-quality through 
accounting the software program 

requirements. proper here the schemes 
which might be used to encode the videos 

can accommodate a sure wide kind of 
packet losses steady with frame thru 
considering some threshold for packet loss 

consistent with frame inside the institution 
of snap shots (gop). the losses inside the 

gop are in stark comparison with the 
traditional routing metric like expected 
transmission depend (etx) [3] in which the 

hyperlinks are dealt with unbiased on this 
undertaking we are considering an 

analytical version [6] to symbolize the 
dynamic conduct of the technique which 
describes the frame losses within the gop 

because the video is introduced on an 
cease to-surrender path. right right here we 

moreover seize how the selection of course 
for an cease-to-end flow results the overall 
performance of the waft in terms of video 

distortion by way of using the use of this 
model as it is built based totally on a 

multi- layer method 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Multilayer approach 
 

here the packet loss probability on a 
hyperlink is mapped to the opportunity of 
a frame loss inside the gop which at once 

related to the video distortion metric. as 
cited above main 

problem in the wi-fi sensor networks is 
routing, to solve this trouble we are 
following a dynamic programming 

approach which successfully captures the 
evolution of the frame-loss manner with 
the aid of using which we're producing a 

realistic routing protocol to decrease 
routing distortion. 

II. Contribution of Paper 
 
On this technique we are developing an 

analytical framework which captures the 
impact of video distortion and allows the 

computation of routes which might be top-
nice in phrases of attaining the minimal 
distortion while video is transmitted cease-

to-end go with the flow. 
we develop a practical routing protocol for 

a network which typically consists of the 
Wi-Fi video via allowing the deliver to 
accumulate the distortion statistics at the 

links and distributing the traffic for the 
duration of the extraordinary paths in 

keeping with (i) the distortion, 
(ii) the body position in the gop.thru 
demonstrating the sensible routing 

protocol via various 
Large simulations and test bed 

experiments we display that it's far 
exceptionally effective in reducing the 
cease-to-forestall video distortion and 

maintaining the individual experience 
degradation to a minimum. as we are the 

usage of a protocol it'll growth the height 
sign-to- noise ratio(psnr) of video flows by 
way of 20% with an average opinion 

score(mos) this is on the not unusual of 
two-3 better than the traditional routing 

schemes. 
 
.III. Related Work 

 
Video conversation is achieved thru 

encoding and transmission strategies. 
Various strategies exist in coping with 
such an encoding and transmission 

techniques. The more than one description 
coding (mdc) approach fragments the 

video clip into amount of sub streams 
called descriptions which might be 
transmitted on community over the disjoint 

paths. here all of the descriptions are 
equal. Layered coding (lc) produces a base 

layer and more than one enhancement 
layers. the enhancement layers aren't so 
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useful on their very own because of the 
reality they serve to refine the lowest 
layer. Consequently, base layer represents 

the maximum critical part of the encoding 
sign [4-5]. in our venture we're drawing 

near thru the layered coding due to its 
recognition in software program and 
adoption necessities. the video clip is 

separated into exclusive frames relying 
upon the importance with appreciate to 

high-quality, sooner or later first rate 
degrees of encoding through i- , p- , b- 
frames. Institution of such frames 

primarily based collectively to shape 
gop.the analytical framework [6] is 

advanced to version the effects of wireless 
channel fading on video distortion, have 
been the version, handiest legitimate for 

unmarried-hop communiqué. Due to the 
complexity and optimization trouble 

genetic-set of policies-primarily based 
completely heuristic method is used to 
compute which in turns use mdc. Our 

approach no longer simplest differs in 
model for video distortion, but also on the 

reality that we use lc, that is greater 
famous in packages these days. The 
version assumed over here's a flat model 

so all of the nodes in the model are 
Given the same importance and carry out 

the equal set of duties. 
 
IV. Implementation 

 
The analytical model for video distortion 

resistant framework is carried out thru 
numerous modules like 
 

A. Model Formulation 
 

Right here the analytical version couples 
the physical and mac layers of the network 
with the software layer for a video clip this 

is sent from a source to a destination node. 
The model for the decrease layers 

computes the packet-loss opportunity 
through a difficult and speedy of equations 

that represent the multiuser interference, 
bodily path situations, and traffic prices 
between supply-excursion spot pairs 

within the community. This packet-loss 
danger is input to the second one model to 

compute the frame loss chance, and from 
that, the corresponding distortion. the fee 
of the distortion depends upon the number 

one unrecoverable body within the gop at 
the aspect of the route from source to 

vacation spot at a specific hop. 
 
B. Video Distortion Model 

 
According to our analysis the video 

transmission distortion in a model is 
breakdown into source distortion and 
wireless transmission distortion over a 

single hop. right here we enlarge a model 
to captures the evaluation of the 

transmission distortion along the 
hyperlinks of 
a path from deliver node to vacation spot 

node. if we bear in mind a gop form which 
includes i- frames observed through p- 

frames then we corresponds the i- body 
index with 0, and the p- frames 
corresponds to index to at the least one up 

to (f-1).assuming that the packet losses in 
specific frames inside the gop are 

independent occasions, the transition 
possibilities for the manner, may be 
computed. 

C. Video Distortion Dynamics 
 

The rate of the distortion at hop along the 
from deliver to the holiday spot node is 
predicated upon on the vicinity of the first 

unrecoverable body in the gop.the price 0 
suggests that the primary i- body is 

misplaced, and consequently the entire gop 
is unrecoverable. a fee between 1 and (f-1) 
denotes that the corresponding p- frame is 

the primary body within the gop that can't 
be decoded efficiently, and the values 

endorse that nobody has been misplaced 
up to now, yielding a distortion. 
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D. Optimal Routing Policy 
 

On this module, our intention is to find the 
path that yields the minimum transmission 

distortion among any source and excursion 
spot. the manage to the optima manage 
trouble is the s election of the following 

node to be visited at each intermediate 
node from the deliver to the destination. in 

essence, the mdr routing policy distributes 
the video frames and the packets alongside 
the more than one paths thru minimizing 

the interference skilled through way of the 
frames that are the start of the gop. i-

frames are the longer frames than other 
frames so the loss of these frames results 
in heavy distortion, and for this reason the 

ones are transmitted on rather interference-
unfastened paths. the higher safety given 

to i- frames is the vital aspect contributing 
aspect in reducing the distortion with 
mdr(minimal distortion routing). 

 
V. Protocol Design 

To compute the answer to the mdr problem 
complete knowledge of the network is 
vital. Proper here because of the dynamic 

nature and allotted operations of a 
community, such entire expertise of the 

worldwide nation is not constantly 
available to the node. so the answer to the 
mdr problem can be computed via the 

supply node by using amassing the data in 
part approximately the worldwide country. 

so that you can collect the statistics 
regarding the suitable united states of 
America the supply node has to sample the 

community all through the path discovery 
manner. 

right here the sampling manner includes 
the estimation of the etx metric [3] for 
every Wi-Fi hyperlink within the 

community which affords a degree of nice 
of the links. proper right here from the 

deliver node we've got deliver a path 

request message to the server regarding the 
video report. after sending the request 
We are able to get a pop up message 

showing that request has sent to server. 
Within the close to the right video record 

is cut up into extensive type of chunks 
displaying a pop up message that video 
document has been chunked correctly. 

now the route respond message has been to 
the precise destination from the supply 

node. after that he video document has 
been executed. here we're capable of see  
instances: i) on the identical time as 

requesting for a video report we can 
choose distortion resistant routing which 

results in the regular node, ii) on the same 
time as asking for for a video file we will 
distortion routing which leads to attacker 

node. 
VI. Execution Results 

 
Click on modular routing mechanism [10-
11] is used to implements the dynamic 

protocol on the way to compute the routes 
on the wireless network that attain 

minimal video distortion. 
Right here we are having three 
bureaucracy 

 
1. Server form 

2. Node form 
3. Router form 
 

Case 1: When the request for the video file 
has been sent from 

the Source node(Normal node) to the 
server. 
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Fig. 2: The Video File Playing at the 
Destination Node 

 
Case 2: When the request for the video file 
has been sent from 

The Source node (Attacker node) to the 
server. 

 

 
 
Fig. 3: Selection of Attacker Node and the 

Video File in the File Request Form 
 

 
 

Fig. 4: Video File has Been Chunked 
Successfully 

 

 
 
Fig. 5: Time Series and Package Series in 

the Router Form 
 

 

 
 
Fig. 6: NOD 535 has been detected has 

Malicious node 
 

VII. Conclusion 
 
On this paper, we contented that routing 

policy that is software program aware is 
probable to provide advantages in phrases 

of individual perceived performance. in 
particular we don't forget a community 
that by and large consists of video flows. 

The effect of routing is certainly 
understandable at the surrender-to-quit 

distortion while a video flows from sender 
to vacation spot node. through the 
analytical version which we've were given 

constructed we're tying up the video 
distortion to the underlying packet-loss 
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chances in the multilayer technique by 
using locating an pinnacle of the road 
course amongst source and destination 

node the use of dynamic programming 
method. a realistic routing scheme has 

been 
designed for which we study through big 
simulations and testbed experiments. by 

way of the usage of the which we've used 
it's miles proven that distortion is reduced 

with the useful resource of 20% examine 
to conventional (including etx-primarily 
based completely routing). the customer 

experience regarding the degradation is 
kept to minimal via the use of this 

analytical framework. 
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